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Time yourself doing things around the house 
such as brushing your teeth, eating dinner, 
putting your shoes on, making your bed or 
any other things you do around the house.

Put your activities in order from the one 
you can do quickest to the one that took 

the longest.

Time Will TellTime Will Tell



Find di�erent objects in your bedroom that are a 
2D shape. Draw the object you found and write 
what shape it is. You could have some objects that 
are squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagon 
or any other 2D shape you can think of. 

shapes  everywhereshapes  everywhere



Draw a map of your bedroom as if you were 
looking at it from above. Label each of the pieces 
of furniture and all of the things in your room. 
 
Try to draw the things in your bedroom to scale 

which means that if your bed is the biggest piece 
of furniture in your room, then it should be the 

biggest piece of furniture on your map.

map makermap maker



Look at all of the pieces of fruit or vegetables 
in your house. Put them in order from largest 
to smallest and draw a picture of them. Label 
each piece of food.

FOod funFOod fun



What weight?What weight?
Pick 5 cans out of the cupboard. Write the 
weight of each can down.  Draw the label of 
the heaviest can.



room sizesroom sizes
Pick three rooms in your house. Using your 
feet, measure around the walls to �nd out 
how big each room is.

Write the rooms from smallest to largest.



how many handles?how many handles?
Go from room to room in your house counting 
how many handles there are in your house. 
Include handles on cupboard, doors, windows, 
drawers - anywhere you see a handle!

Which room has the most handles?
Do you have more handles on doors or more 

on drawers?
How many of your handles 
have locks?



Go for a walk with an adult and �nd some 
number plates in your area. 

number plate mathsnumber plate maths

• Put the numbers on the number plate in order     
 from smallest to largest. 
• Put the letters on the number plate in alphabetical order. 
• Add the numbers on each number plate together.
• Keep a record of each number and letter you see. Put a   
 tally mark next to each letter or number when you see it.  
 Which number and letter did you see the most?
• Put them in order from the most to the least 
 number of times you saw it.



money mattersmoney matters
Find a shopping receipt or catalogue at home.

• Pick 3 items you would like and work   
 out how much it would cost to buy    
 them all.

• Find 3 items that you could buy if you   
 had £10.00. 

• Find the cheapest and most 
 expensive item.



If you watch TV, keep a record throughout the 
week of when you watch TV and for how long.

At the end of the week, add up how long you 
have watched TV for the week.

If you don’t watch TV, you could also use 
time spent reading, playing outside 

or doing chores.

Tv timeTv time



room sizesroom sizes how many handles?how many handles?

Find di�erent objects in your bedroom that are a 
2D shape. Draw the object you found and write 
what shape it is. You could have some objects that 
are squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagon 
or any other 2D shape you can think of. 

Pick three rooms in your house. Using your 
feet, measure around the walls to �nd out 
how big each room is.

Write the rooms from smallest to largest.

Go from room to room in your house counting 
how many handles there are in your house. 
Include handles on cupboard, doors, windows, 
drawers - anywhere you see a handle!

Which room has the most handles?
Do you have more handles on doors or more 

on drawers?
How many of your handles 
have locks?

shapes  everywhereshapes  everywhere
Time yourself doing things around the house 
such as brushing your teeth, eating dinner, 
putting your shoes on, making your bed or 
any other things you do around the house.

Put your activities in order from the one 
you can do quickest to the one that took 

the longest.

Time Will TellTime Will Tell



Go for a walk with an adult and �nd some 
number plates in your area. 

number plate mathsnumber plate maths money mattersmoney matters

Draw a map of your bedroom as if you were 
looking at it from above. Label each of the pieces 
of furniture and all of the things in your room. 
 
Try to draw the things in your bedroom to scale 

which means that if your bed is the biggest piece 
of furniture in your room, then it should be the 

biggest piece of furniture on your map.

Look at all of the pieces of fruit or vegetables 
in your house. Put them in order from largest 
to smallest and draw a picture of them. Label 
each piece of food.

Find a shopping receipt or catalogue at home.

map makermap maker FOod funFOod fun

• Put the numbers on the number plate in order     
 from smallest to largest. 
• Put the letters on the number plate in alphabetical order. 
• Add the numbers on each number plate together.
• Keep a record of each number and letter you see. Put a   
 tally mark next to each letter or number when you see it.  
 Which number and letter did you see the most?
• Put them in order from the most to the least 
 number of times you saw it.

• Pick 3 items you would like and work   
 out how much it would cost to buy    
 them all.

• Find 3 items that you could buy if you   
 had £10.00. 

• Find the cheapest and most 
 expensive item.



Go for a walk with an adult and �nd some 
number plates in your area. 

If you watch TV, keep a record throughout the 
week of when you watch TV and for how long.

At the end of the week, add up how long you 
have watched TV for the week.

If you don’t watch TV, you could also use 
time spent reading, playing outside 

or doing chores.

Tv timeTv time

What weight?What weight?
Pick 5 cans out of the cupboard. Write the 
weight of each can down.  Draw the label of 
the heaviest can.



Activity

List your activities in order from quickest to longest.

Brushing your teeth

Eating dinner

Putting your shoes on

Making your bed

Time

Time Will TellTime Will Tell



shapes  everywhereshapes  everywhere



map makermap maker



FOod funFOod fun



Can 1 Can 2

Can 5

Can 4

Can 3

What weight?What weight?

Draw the label of the heaviest can.



Room 1

List your rooms in order from smallest to largest.

side 1

side 2

side 3

side 4

Room 2
side 1

side 2

side 3

side 4

Room 3
side 1

side 2

side 3

side 4

room sizesroom sizes



Room

Which room has the most handles?

Do you have more handles on doors or more on drawers?

How many of your handles have locks?

Handles on 
cupboards

Handles 
on windows

Handles 
on drawers

Other 
handles

Total handles 
per room

Total handles per category

Handles 
on doors

how many handles?how many handles?



Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Total

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Total

money mattersmoney matters
Pick 3 items you would like and 
work out how much it would cost 
to buy them all.

Draw the cheapest item. Draw the most 
expensive item.

Find 3 items that you could buy 
if you had £10.00. 

£ £



Day of the week

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

Time watching tv

Total time watching tv this week:

Tv timeTv time



number plate mathsnumber plate maths

Put the numbers on each number plate in order from smallest to largest. 

Put the letters on each number plate in alphabetical order. 

Go for a walk with an adult and �nd some number plates in your area.  



A M Y

B N Z

C O 0

D P 1

E Q 2

F R 3

G S 4

H T 5

I U 6

J V 7

K W 8

L X 9

number plate mathsnumber plate maths
Tally up how many times you saw each letter or number.  



Letters 

Most

Least

Numbers 

Most

Least

Which number did 

you see the most?  

Which letter did 

you see the most?  

Put the letters and numbers in order from the most to the least 

number  of times you saw it. 

number plate mathsnumber plate maths


